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Send me an e-mail with at least 5 
papers by this Friday



Next two weeks

This class: background on temporal analysis 
Next class: background on deep models



Agenda

Spatiotemporal models Walk Stand Crouch

Spatiotemporal features

Data/benchmark analysis

[Caveat - I’ll talk about many of this issues wrt my own work]



Image benchmarks

Torralba, et al. PAMI 2008.

Xiao, et al. CVPR 2010.

Large-scale annotated video datasets are more rare - why? 

Like it or not, crucial for advances in the field



Action recognition benchmarks

UCF 101 Sports, 2013

UCF Youtube, CVPR’08

KTH, ICPR’04

Hollywood, CVPR’09

Olympics sport, BMVC’10

VIRAT, CVPR’11

1) Video is cumbersome to label (difficult to define natural categories outside sports) 
2) Collecting interesting but natural video is surprisingly hard 
3) Most current work focuses on K-way classification (similar to image recognition 10 years ago)



KTH

Classification performance around 100% 
“Outdated”



TRECVID

“Woodworking” action
board-trick, feeding animal, fishing, wedding, woodworking, birthday, changing vehicle tire, flash mob, vehicle unstuck, 
grooming an animal, sandwich making, parade, parkour, repairing appliance and sewing,...

State-of-the-art is around 5-10% accuracy



Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?

Look for cues in language (how do people describe images/videos?)

  …  
  RICK 
                         Why weren't you honest with me? Why  
                         did you keep your marriage a secret? 
                  
                           Rick sits down with Lisa. 
  
                                     LISA 
                         Oh, it wasn't my secret, Richard.  
                         Victor wanted it that way. Not even  
                         our closest friends knew about our  
                         marriage. 
 …

Mining movie scripts 
Everingham et al. BMVC 

Laptev et al 08. 

Ask people on turk for descriptions 
Farhadi et al ECCV10



Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?

Look for cues in medical/labor literature on 
“activities of daily living” (ADLs)

616 ARM MOTOR ABILITY TEST, Kopp 

motor test without interfering with the natural flow of movement 
characteristic of everyday activity. The examiner also rated each 
component task according to two scales relevant to recovery of 
motor function: Functional Ability (ie, capacity to accomplish 
the specified motor or behavioral goal) and Quality Of Move- 
ment (ie, how well the task movements are executed). These 
scales provide information about aspects of movement that are 
difficult to assess quantitatively when studying a broad range 
of tasks. Task performance was videotaped for later scoring by 
three independent clinicians. 

An initial reliability assessment of the AMAT with 30 ran- 
domly selected patients at varying periods after a cerebrovascu- 
lar accident and 10 age-matched unaffected controls indicated 
high interrater reliability (range = .96 to .99, median = .97).6 
The test also discriminated well between patients and healthy 
controls and was consistent with the clinical evaluation ratings 
of occupational therapists, providing preliminary validity data. 
In a related outcome study of Constraint-Induced Movement 
therapy5an attention-control group of chronic stroke patients 
exhibited a small, nonsignificant deterioration in AMAT test 
scores within a 2-week interest interval, indicating the absence 
of a practice effect for this period. The experimental group of 
chronic stroke patients showed a significant decrease in perfor- 
mance time after intervention and a significant improvement on 
both rating scales, indicating that the test was sensitive to 
change in patient status. 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the origi- 
nal assessment of the reliability and sensitivity to change of the 
AMAT could be replicated and extended in a second laboratory. 
Several aspects of reliability were studied, including: (1) in- 
terrater agreement, (2) test-retest reliability, and (3) internal 
consistency of test items. Sensitivity to change in patient status 
was determined by comparing improvement at intertest intervals 
of 1 and 2 weeks in subacute stroke patients who may experi- 
ence rapid spontaneous recovery of function and who were also 
undergoing intensive inpatient therapy. Concurrent validity was 
assessed by comparing scores on the first AMAT administration 
with the arm scale of the Motricity Index.8 

METHODS 

Patients 
Subjects were 33 consecutively admitted cerebrovascular ac- 

cident inpatients at our clinic who met our inclusion criteria. 
(Thirty-six patients received the first administration of the 
AMAT. Of these, three suffered a second insult and were ex- 
cluded from the study.) They were primarily in the subacute 
phase with a median chronicity of 43 days. Median age was 66 
years, and 12 patients were women. All but one patient were 
right handed. All patients received rehabilitation therapy 
throughout the period of the study. 

The following exclusion criteria were used: (1) lack of ability 
to extend at least 20” at the wrist and 10” at the metacarpopha- 
langeal and interphalangeal joints, the focal exclusion criteria 
employed in studies on the efficacy of Constraint-Induced 
Movement therapy8,9 (2) a score of 65 or lower on the arm 
portion of the Motricity Index,‘,” or a score of 100 (100 = 
normal; scores in the range of 66 through 99 represent patients 
with moderate to minimal deficits); (3) a score of 19 or below 
on the Mini Mental State Examination.” 

The 33 patients who met the study’s inclusion criteria were 
randomly assigned to one of two groups who received two 
administrations of the AMAT separated by either 1 week (17 
subjects) or 2 weeks (16 patients). Median age in the l- and 2- 
week groups was 62 and 67.5 years and chronicity was 43 

Arch Phys Med Rehabil Vol78, June 1997 

Table 1: AMAT Compound Tasks and Task Components 

II. 

Ill. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

IX. 

X. 

Xl. 

XII. 

XIII. 

Cut “Meat” 
1. Pick up knife and fork* 
2. Cut “meat” (Play-Doh)*t 
3. Fork to mouth 
Foam “Sandwich” 
4. Pick up foam “sandwich” 
5. “Sandwich” to mouth 
Eat With Spoon 
6. Pick up spoon 
7. Pick up dried kidney bean 
8. Spoon to mouth 
Drink From Mug 

9. Grasp mug handle 
10. Mug to mouth 
Comb Hair 
11. Pick up comb 
12. Comb hairt 
Open Jar 
13. Grasp jar top* 
14. Screw iar too ooen* 
Tie Shoelace ’ ’ 
15. Tie shoelace*t 
Use Telephone 
16. Phone received to ear 

with spoon 

17. Press phone number 
Wipe Up Spilled Water (7mL) 
18. Wipe up water (six movements) 
19. Discard towel in wastebasket 
Put on Cardigan (Jacket-Style) Sweater 
20. Affected arm in sleeve, sweater over affected shoulder*1 
21. Button two lower buttons* 
Put On T-Shirt 
22. Arms in T-shirt sleeves*t 
23. Head through neckhole*t 
24. Pull down and straighten shirt* 

Prop On Extended Arm 
25. Prop on extended affected arm, reach across body with 

unaffected arm, Dick uo small obiect* 
Light Switch/Door 
26. Pincer grasp of light switch and flip down 
27. Grasp door handle, rotate handle, open door 6 inches 
28. Close door 

* Bilateral task. 
t 2-min time limit (other tasks have 1-min limit). 

and 45 days, respectively. Chronicity did not correlate with 
performance on the AMAT (performance time: r = - .07; Func- 
tional Ability: r = .13, Quality Of Movement: r = .12); chronic- 
ity is therefore not considered in the data presentation. The 
median Motricity-Index-Arm score was 89.8, with a range of 
66 to 96, indicating that the sample consisted of a fairly homoge- 
neous group of high functioning patients. There were 9 men 
and 8 women in the l-week group and 12 men and 4 women 
in the 2-week group. The median Motricity-Index-Arm score 
for the l-week group was 92, and for the 2-week group, 87.5 
(t (28.15) = 1.84, not significant). The procedures in this study 
were in accordance with the ethical standards set forth in the 
Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 1983. 

Tests 
Arm Motor Ability Test (AMAT). Table 1 contains a list 

of the 13 compound ADL tasks evaluated in this research, the 
component tasks into which they were parcellated, and the time 
limit permitted for each task. 

The instructions focused on quality rather than speed of 
movement. The tasks were timed unobtrusively, without re- 
flecting an implied demand to perform the tasks rapidly. Unilat- 
eral activities were carried out by the affected arm. Bilateral 
activities were performed using (or attempting to use) dominant 
and nondominant extremities in the roles in which they had 
usually been employed before the onset of hemiparesis. In rating 



Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?

Actions vs goal-directed behaviors

Chase vs follow



Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?

Actions vs goal-directed behaviors

Chase vs follow



What is the relevant perceptual output here?

(Video thanks to David Forsyth)



Challenge 2: how we do obtain interesting data?

Script it, using actors Use real but “boring” data



Challenge 2: how we do obtain interesting data?

Egocentric/wearable cameras

“Functional” ADLs 
Easy to capture variety-rich data



Challenge 3: how we do produce detailed annotations?
4 Carl Vondrick et al.

Fig. 2: Our online, interactive video annotation user interface. Users can play the video, draw bounding boxes
around objects of interest, and track each object throughout its lifetime. Each object can have multiple attributes
that further describe its actions. Workers can adjust the play back speed, seek throughout the timeline, and mark
objects as occluded or o� the screen. Since scenes quickly become cluttered, users can lock objects to prevent
accidental modifications to their paths. Keyboard shortcuts are available.

Scripted Basketball VIRAT
Subject User Fixed Ratio Saved User Fixed Ratio Saved User Fixed Ratio Saved

A 599 463 0.77 136 1,457 1,323 0.91 134 220 244 1.11 -24
B 653 247 0.38 406 4,555 2,275 0.50 2,280 176 178 1.03 -2
C 476 275 0.58 201 1,216 830 0.68 386 338 215 0.64 123
D 772 432 0.56 340 1,505 1,497 0.99 8 489 302 0.62 187
*E 605 371 0.61 234 935 1501 1.61 -566 269 231 0.85 38
*F 654 472 0.72 182 1,672 1,858 1.11 -186 372 326 0.87 46
*G 235 193 0.82 42 591 696 1.18 -105 165 120 0.73 45
*H 312 331 1.06 -19 656 748 1.14 -92 172 164 0.95 8

Mean 538 348 0.66 190 1,573 1,341 0.96 232 275 223 0.83 53

Table 1: A comparison of annotation time on fixed rate vs. user defined key frames. Though almost all existing
annotation systems employ user defined key-frames, our results demonstrate that fixed rate key frames are superior.
We asked dedicated workers to label the three segments shown in Fig.3. Times are in seconds. Ratio is fixed over
user. Averages are arithmetic mean for time, and geometric mean for ratios. Subjects with asterisks did the user
defined keyframes second, so they may have memorized the video when doing user defined key frames. Notice
that basketball speed is strongly correlated with the order of experiments. Our results on the scripted data are
statistically significant (at a p-value of .04).

Crowdsource labeling

Lessons: Interface design matters 
Use experts, not the crowd 
Active annotation helps



Roadmap

Spatiotemporal models Walk Stand Crouch

Spatiotemporal features

Data/benchmark analysis



Spacetime features

Simple approach: just use spatial features

Surprisingly (and annoyingly) effective

Build a bank of static-image detectors (of poses, objects, ....)

4 Carl Vondrick et al.

Fig. 2: Our online, interactive video annotation user interface. Users can play the video, draw bounding boxes
around objects of interest, and track each object throughout its lifetime. Each object can have multiple attributes
that further describe its actions. Workers can adjust the play back speed, seek throughout the timeline, and mark
objects as occluded or o� the screen. Since scenes quickly become cluttered, users can lock objects to prevent
accidental modifications to their paths. Keyboard shortcuts are available.

Scripted Basketball VIRAT
Subject User Fixed Ratio Saved User Fixed Ratio Saved User Fixed Ratio Saved

A 599 463 0.77 136 1,457 1,323 0.91 134 220 244 1.11 -24
B 653 247 0.38 406 4,555 2,275 0.50 2,280 176 178 1.03 -2
C 476 275 0.58 201 1,216 830 0.68 386 338 215 0.64 123
D 772 432 0.56 340 1,505 1,497 0.99 8 489 302 0.62 187
*E 605 371 0.61 234 935 1501 1.61 -566 269 231 0.85 38
*F 654 472 0.72 182 1,672 1,858 1.11 -186 372 326 0.87 46
*G 235 193 0.82 42 591 696 1.18 -105 165 120 0.73 45
*H 312 331 1.06 -19 656 748 1.14 -92 172 164 0.95 8

Mean 538 348 0.66 190 1,573 1,341 0.96 232 275 223 0.83 53

Table 1: A comparison of annotation time on fixed rate vs. user defined key frames. Though almost all existing
annotation systems employ user defined key-frames, our results demonstrate that fixed rate key frames are superior.
We asked dedicated workers to label the three segments shown in Fig.3. Times are in seconds. Ratio is fixed over
user. Averages are arithmetic mean for time, and geometric mean for ratios. Subjects with asterisks did the user
defined keyframes second, so they may have memorized the video when doing user defined key frames. Notice
that basketball speed is strongly correlated with the order of experiments. Our results on the scripted data are
statistically significant (at a p-value of .04).

(cf. recent internships from past summer)



Aside: fine-grained activities



[Laptev 2005]

Exploiting motion
Spatiotemporal interest points (STIPS)



Detection (AP)
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Harris3D Cuboids Hessian Dense

HOG3D 43.7% 45.7% 41.3% 45.3%

HOG/HOF 45.2% 46.2% 46.0% 47.4%

HOG 32.8% 39.4% 36.2% 39.4%

HOF 43.3% 42.9% 43.0% 45.5%

Cuboids - 45.0% - -

E-SURF - - 38.2% -

[Wang, Ullah, Kläser, Laptev, Schmid, 2009]

(Pre-deep) XYT descriptor evaluation



Compute features along dense trajectories

Trajectory description

HOG MBHHOF

Dense sampling 
in each spatial scale

Tracking in each spatial scale separately

Figure 2. Illustration of our dense trajectory description. Left: Feature points are sampled densely for multiple spatial scales. Middle:
Tracking is performed in the corresponding spatial scale over L frames. Right: Trajectory descriptors are based on its shape represented by
relative point coordinates as well as appearance and motion information over a local neighborhood of N ⇥N pixels along the trajectory.
In order to capture the structure information, the trajectory neighborhood is divided into a spatio-temporal grid of size n� ⇥ n� ⇥ n⌧ .

a standard KLT tracker. Trajectories in a video are clus-
tered, and an affine transformation matrix is computed for
each cluster center. The elements of the matrix are used to
represent the trajectories. Sun et al. [27] extracted trajecto-
ries by matching SIFT descriptors between two consecutive
frames. They imposed a unique-match constraint among the
descriptors and discarded matches that are too far apart.

Dense sampling has shown to improve results over
sparse interest points for image classification [7, 22]. The
same has been observed for action recognition in a recent
evaluation by Wang et al. [32], where dense sampling at reg-
ular positions in space and time outperforms state-of-the-art
space-time interest point detectors. In contrast, trajectories
are often obtained by the KLT tracker, which is designed to
track sparse interest points [18]. Matching dense SIFT de-
scriptors is computationally very expensive [15] and, thus,
infeasible for large video datasets.

In this paper, we propose an efficient way to extract
dense trajectories. The trajectories are obtained by tracking
densely sampled points using optical flow fields. The num-
ber of tracked points can be scaled up easily, as dense flow
fields are already computed. Furthermore, global smooth-
ness constraints are imposed among the points in dense opti-
cal flow fields, which results in more robust trajectories than
tracking or matching points separately, see Figure 1. Dense
trajectories have not been employed previously for action
recognition. Sundaram et al. [28] accelerated dense trajec-
tories computation on a GPU. Brox et al. [2] segmented ob-
jects by clustering dense trajectories. A similar approach is
used in [17] for video object extraction.

Motion is the most informative cue for action recogni-
tion. It can be due to the action of interest, but also be
caused by background or the camera motion. This is in-
evitable when dealing with realistic actions in uncontrolled
settings. How to separate action motion from irrelevant mo-
tion is still an open problem. Ikizler-Cinbis et al. [9] applied
video stabilization via a motion compensation procedure,
where most camera motion is removed. Uemura et al. [30]

segmented feature tracks to separate the motion character-
izing the actions from the dominant camera motion.

To overcome the problem of camera motion, we intro-
duce a local descriptor that focuses on foreground motion.
Our descriptor extends the motion coding scheme based
on motion boundaries developed in the context of human
detection [4] to dense trajectories. We show that motion
boundaries encoded along the trajectories significantly out-
perform state-of-the-art descriptors.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we in-
troduce the approach for extracting dense trajectories. We,
then, show how to encode feature descriptors along the tra-
jectories in section 3. Finally, we present the experimental
setup and discuss the results in sections 4 and 5 respectively.
The code to compute dense trajectories and their description
is available online1.

2. Dense trajectories

Dense trajectories are extracted for multiple spatial
scales, see Figure 2. Feature points are sampled on a grid
spaced by W pixels and tracked in each scale separately.
Experimentally, we observed that a sampling step size of
W = 5 is dense enough to give good results. We used
8 spatial scales spaced by a factor of 1/

p
2. Each point
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). This is more robust than bi-
linear interpolation used in [28], especially for points near
motion boundaries. Once the dense optical flow field is
computed, points can be tracked very densely without ad-
ditional cost. Points of subsequent frames are concatenated
to form a trajectory: (P

t

, P

t+1, Pt+2, . . .). To extract dense

1
http://lear.inrialpes.fr/software
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Capturing the “right” temporal motion

Image motion confounds camera  translation, 
object translation, and nonrigid deformations



Capturing the “right” temporal motion

Image motion confounds camera  translation, 
object translation, and nonrigid deformations

Stabilized camera Stabilized object Stabilized camera + object



Weak stabilization for motion features



Motion features for detection in videos
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SVM classifiers.
Optical flow scale vs. frame skip: We first explore the

space of two parameters; the scale of LK flows, �, and the
“skip” between two frames used to compute the temporal
difference, m (Fig. 4(a)). For these experiments, we only
use two frames, with the span n equal to m, n = m. We
use D0, where the first frame is the reference frame when
computing differences. Interestingly, one can observe that
there exists quite a coherent relationship between miss rates
and these two parameters. When the pair of frames are tem-
porally nearby, stabilization plays a smaller role, since ob-
jects are relatively well aligned even without stabilization.
As we increase the skip m between the pair of frames, stabi-
lization becomes crucial. In particular, � = 16 consistently
performs well across different m’s. We fix � = 16 for our
remaining experiments.

Other forms of stabilization: In addition, we explored
global 2D transformations for stabilizing videos; including
translation, similarity, and projective transformations. Our
weak stabilization significantly outperforms these methods
(Fig. 4(b)).

Multiframe: Given a fixed scale �, we now examine
the question of the optimal multiframe span n, skip m,
and reference frame. Certain combinations are not possible
(m > n) and so cannot be evaluated. We find that a large
span n = 8 and small skip value m = 1 performs best, al-
though a larger skip m = 4 also does well (Fig. 4(c)). Given
the reduction in computational complexity of D(8, 4) over
D(8, 1), we fix n = 8 and m = 4. Using these settings, we
find using the current frame, It, as the reference achieves
the best result (Fig.4(d)). This yields the final multiframe
motion feature of D0(n = 8,m = 4)

Rectification: We examine various strategies for fea-
ture rectification in Fig.4(e), using three temporal differ-
ences across the LUV color channels. The “Max” scheme
uses the maximum temporal difference across the 3 chan-
nels, while the “Lum” scheme just uses the luminance (L)
channel. “Rect” refers to rectified features that are created
by appending the absolute value of the positive and negative
components of the difference feature D0(8, 4). “Abs” refers
to simply taking the absolute value of the difference feature,
while “Signed” refers to keeping the original signed feature.
We see in Figure 4(e) that the signed luminance feature out-
performs all the other variants.

Normalization: We evaluate the impact of feature nor-
malization in Fig. 4(f). The normalization has minimal
effect on the performance of the boosting classifier, pre-
sumably because boosting classifiers can train more flex-
ible decision boundaries, which perform implicit normal-
ization. However, explicit normalization appears vital for
linear classifiers, such as a linear SVM. This is an interest-
ing finding that may have implications beyond just temporal
descriptors.

Comparison with previous works:
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95% VJ
91% Shapelet

86% PoseInv
80% LatSvm−V1
74% FtrMine
73% HikSvm

68% HOG
68% MultiFtr
68% HogLbp

63% LatSvm−V2
62% Pls
60% FeatSynth
57% FPDW

56% ChnFtrs
54% Crosstalk
51% MultiFtr+Motion
48% MultiResC

37% SDtBoost
36% SDtSVM

Figure 5: Comparison of miss rate vs. False Positives Per
Image (FPPI) between our approaches and previous meth-
ods. Our new temporal features lead to a significant im-
provement across all FPPI rates.

In Figure 5 we compare the results of our detector against
numerous previous works, including ‘MultiFtr+Motion’
[26] which also utilizes motion features. A considerable
improvement is clearly visible with respect to previously
published works. In fact, even the degree of improve-
ment is substantially larger than with previously reported
approaches. The boosting and SVM classifiers both per-
form well, with each performing better at different ranges
of FPPI. In Fig. 6 we show several examples of detec-
tions using our approach compared to using static features
alone. Several false detections are removed around the
car’s boundary as temporal features remove the ambiguities.
Temporal features can also help discover missed detections,
such as the pedestrian riding a bicycle.

4.2. Part detection
The MINDSEye video dataset [1] is a large collection

containing hundreds of hours of video capturing everyday
outdoor human interactions for military surveillance sce-
narios. It is one of the largest available datasets for multi-
person pose estimation and multi-person action recognition
(Fig. 7). Though scripted, it is a challenging testbed for
video analysis. We have annotated human poses in a collec-
tion of 7 video clips with each 30-100 seconds in duration.
The annotated frames are evenly split into training and test-
ing, and used to evaluate the ability of our motion features
to perform human pose estimation in video sequences.

Baseline articulated part model: We describe our base-
line articulated part model [29], and show how to extend it
to incorporate our motion features. Let li = (xi, yi) be the
pixel location of part i. Given an image I , we score a col-

6

Caltech Pedestrian Benchmark; reduce miss rate from 48% to 36%

Park et al CVPR13



Improved dense trajectories

factor out camera motion

Trajectory description

HOG MBHHOF

Dense sampling 
in each spatial scale

Tracking in each spatial scale separately

Figure 2. Illustration of our dense trajectory description. Left: Feature points are sampled densely for multiple spatial scales. Middle:
Tracking is performed in the corresponding spatial scale over L frames. Right: Trajectory descriptors are based on its shape represented by
relative point coordinates as well as appearance and motion information over a local neighborhood of N ⇥N pixels along the trajectory.
In order to capture the structure information, the trajectory neighborhood is divided into a spatio-temporal grid of size n� ⇥ n� ⇥ n⌧ .

a standard KLT tracker. Trajectories in a video are clus-
tered, and an affine transformation matrix is computed for
each cluster center. The elements of the matrix are used to
represent the trajectories. Sun et al. [27] extracted trajecto-
ries by matching SIFT descriptors between two consecutive
frames. They imposed a unique-match constraint among the
descriptors and discarded matches that are too far apart.

Dense sampling has shown to improve results over
sparse interest points for image classification [7, 22]. The
same has been observed for action recognition in a recent
evaluation by Wang et al. [32], where dense sampling at reg-
ular positions in space and time outperforms state-of-the-art
space-time interest point detectors. In contrast, trajectories
are often obtained by the KLT tracker, which is designed to
track sparse interest points [18]. Matching dense SIFT de-
scriptors is computationally very expensive [15] and, thus,
infeasible for large video datasets.

In this paper, we propose an efficient way to extract
dense trajectories. The trajectories are obtained by tracking
densely sampled points using optical flow fields. The num-
ber of tracked points can be scaled up easily, as dense flow
fields are already computed. Furthermore, global smooth-
ness constraints are imposed among the points in dense opti-
cal flow fields, which results in more robust trajectories than
tracking or matching points separately, see Figure 1. Dense
trajectories have not been employed previously for action
recognition. Sundaram et al. [28] accelerated dense trajec-
tories computation on a GPU. Brox et al. [2] segmented ob-
jects by clustering dense trajectories. A similar approach is
used in [17] for video object extraction.

Motion is the most informative cue for action recogni-
tion. It can be due to the action of interest, but also be
caused by background or the camera motion. This is in-
evitable when dealing with realistic actions in uncontrolled
settings. How to separate action motion from irrelevant mo-
tion is still an open problem. Ikizler-Cinbis et al. [9] applied
video stabilization via a motion compensation procedure,
where most camera motion is removed. Uemura et al. [30]

segmented feature tracks to separate the motion character-
izing the actions from the dominant camera motion.

To overcome the problem of camera motion, we intro-
duce a local descriptor that focuses on foreground motion.
Our descriptor extends the motion coding scheme based
on motion boundaries developed in the context of human
detection [4] to dense trajectories. We show that motion
boundaries encoded along the trajectories significantly out-
perform state-of-the-art descriptors.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we in-
troduce the approach for extracting dense trajectories. We,
then, show how to encode feature descriptors along the tra-
jectories in section 3. Finally, we present the experimental
setup and discuss the results in sections 4 and 5 respectively.
The code to compute dense trajectories and their description
is available online1.

2. Dense trajectories

Dense trajectories are extracted for multiple spatial
scales, see Figure 2. Feature points are sampled on a grid
spaced by W pixels and tracked in each scale separately.
Experimentally, we observed that a sampling step size of
W = 5 is dense enough to give good results. We used
8 spatial scales spaced by a factor of 1/

p
2. Each point

P

t

= (x
t

, y

t

) at frame t is tracked to the next frame t+1 by
median filtering in a dense optical flow field ! = (u

t

, v

t

).

P

t+1 = (x
t+1, yt+1) = (x

t

, y

t

) + (M ⇤ !)|(x̄t,ȳt), (1)

where M is the median filtering kernel, and (x̄
t

, ȳ

t

) is the
rounded position of (x

t

, y

t

). This is more robust than bi-
linear interpolation used in [28], especially for points near
motion boundaries. Once the dense optical flow field is
computed, points can be tracked very densely without ad-
ditional cost. Points of subsequent frames are concatenated
to form a trajectory: (P

t

, P

t+1, Pt+2, . . .). To extract dense

1
http://lear.inrialpes.fr/software
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Roadmap

Spatiotemporal models Walk Stand Crouch

Spatiotemporal features

Data/benchmark analysis

Motion Features
Tracking



Why do we need to track?

Spacetime window maybe “shearing”



Tracking

zt
xt

temporal model

Historically, last term has been focus of tracking community

Given zt-1, predict zt with P(zt|zt-1)

Immense literature

e.g., particle filtering, Isard & Blake

P (x1:T |z1:T ) =
Y

t

p(zt|zt�1)p(xt|zt)

appearance model



Extreme form of problem:  
multi-object tracking



Estimate number of tracks and their extent 
Do not assume manual initialization 

Estimate birth and death of each track

Analogous to “multi-instance segmentation in spacetime”



Tracking by detection

Detect candidates 
Link detections over time into tracks

within-class between-class
activation textures of objects spatial cueing
inhibition NMS mutual exclusion

global expected counts co-occurrence
Table 1. A taxonomy of interactions captured in our model.
Within a single object class, our model can favor typical spa-
tial layouts of objects (people often stand in crowds) while di-
rectly learning how to inhibit overlapping detections in such cases
(NMS). Our model also captures long-range interactions between
objects, such as the constraint that there exists at most one object
instance (counting). Analogous interactions exist between object
classes, including typical spatial relations between objects (bottles
sit on tables), mutual exclusion (dog and cat detectors should not
respond to the same image region), and co-occurrence (couches
and cars do not commonly co-occur).

other (Fig.2). In general, spatial object-object interactions
may be arbitrarily complex and depend on latent informa-
tion which is not readily available from single image. As an
extreme example, studies of proxemics [11], the body spac-
ing and pose of people as they interact, shows that physical
spacing between people depends in complicated ways on
their “social distance”. While such complex interactions are
difficult to encode, we argue there does exist useful infor-
mation that is being ignored by current ad-hoc approaches
to NMS.

NMS is generally described in terms of intra-class in-
hibition, but can be generalized to suppression of overlap-
ping detections between different classes. We refer to this
more general constraint, that two objects cannot occupy the
same 3D volume at the same time, as mutual exclusion. As
seen in a 2D image projection, the exact nature of this con-
straint depends on the object classes. Fig.2(right) shows
an example of ground-truth labelings in the PASCAL VOC
dataset in which strict mutual-exclusion would produce sub-
optimal performance.

Object detections can also serve to enhance rather than
inhibit other detections within a scene. This has been an
area of active research in object recognition over the last
few years [22, 18, 10, 12, 13, 4, 15]. For example, different
object classes may be likely to co-occur in a particular spa-
tial layout. People ride on bikes, bottles rest on tables, and
so on. In contextual cueing, a confident detection of one
object (a bike) provides evidence that increases the likeli-
hood of detecting another object (a person above the bike)
[4, 10, 15]. Contextual cueing can also occur within an ob-
ject category, e.g., a crowd of pedestrians reinforcing each
other’s detection responses. An extreme example of this
phenomena is near-regular texture in which the spatial lo-
cations of nearly identical elements provides a strong prior
on the expected locations of additional elements, lowering
their detection threshold [17].

In Table 1 we outline a simplified taxonomy of different
types of object-object interactions, both positive and nega-

Non−Maxima Suppression Mutual Exclusion

Figure 2. Our novel contributions include the ability to learn in-
hibitory intra-class constraints (NMS) and inhibitory inter-class
constraints (Mutual Exclusion) in a single unified model along
with contextual cuing and spatial co-occurrence. Naive methods
for NMS or mutual exclusion may fail for objects that tend to
overlap themselves (left) and other objects (right). In contrast,
our framework learns how best to enforce such constraints from
training data. We formulate the tasks of NMS and Mutual Exclu-
sion using the language of structured prediction. This allows us
to compute an optimal model by minimizing a convex objective
function.

tive, within and between classes. The contribution of this
paper is a single model that incorporates all interactions
from Table 1 through the framework of structured predic-
tion. Rather than returning a binary label for a each image
window, our model simultaneously predicts a set of detec-
tions for multiple objects from multiple classes over the en-
tire image. Given training images with ground-truth object
locations, we show how to formulate parameter estimation
as a convex max-margin learning problem. We employ the
cutting plane algorithm of [14] to efficiently learn globally
optimal parameters from thousands of training images.

In the sections that follow we formulate the structured
output model in detail, describe how to perform inference
and learning, and detail the optimization procedures used
to efficiently learn parameters. We show state-of-the-art re-
sults on the PASCAL 2007 VOC benchmark[7], indicating
the benefits of learning a global model that encapsulates the
layout statistics of multiple objects classes in real images.
We conclude with a discussion of related work and future
directions.

2. Model
We describe a model for capturing interactions across

a family of object detectors. To do so, we will explicitly
represent an image as a collection of overlapping windows
at various scales. The location of the ith window is given
by its center and scale, written as li = (x, y, s). The col-
lection of M windows are precisely the regions scored by
a scanning-window detector. Write xi for the features ex-
tracted from window i, for example, a histogram of gradient
features [6]. The entire image can then be represented as the
collection of feature vectors X = {xi : i = 1 . . . M}

Assume we have K object models. We write yi �
{0 . . . K} for the label of the ith window, where the 0 la-



Multi-object tracking as integer/linear programming

t

s

View as combinatorial problem of what detections to turn on/off

Jiang et al CVPR07 
Zhang et al CVPR08 

Berclaz et al PAMI2011 
Andriyenko and Schindler ECCV10 

Pirsiavash, Ramanan, Fowlkes CVPR11 
Butt and Collins CVPR13



  Local cost of window 
Pairwise cost of transition

Use dynamic programming (DP) to find single track 
(e.g., Vitterbi algorithm)

Trellis Graph



Aside: looks a lot like max-pooling  and linear convolution
Trellis Graph
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Fig. 4. The matching process at one scale. Responses from the root and part filters are computed a different
resolutions in the feature pyramid. The transformed responses are combined to yield a final score for each root
location. We show the responses and transformed responses for the “head” and “right shoulder” parts. Note how the
“head” filter is more discriminative. The combined scores clearly show two good hypothesis for the object at this scale.
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Shortest path from S to T = best variable-length track

Still can use DP

    Local cost 
Pairwise cost 
      Birth cost 

Death cost

Trellis Graph

t

s



Min-cost flow problem

Cost of a K-unit flow  = sum of flow along each edge * cost

1) Capacity along each edge is 1 
2) Sum of flow into a node = sum of flow out  
(ensures non-overlapping tracks) 

(generalization of min-cut / max-flow)

Zhang, Li, Nevatia  
CVPR08t

s



Exact solution for K>1 

Problem: once we instantiate a track, we cannot edit it

Solution: compute shortest path on residual graph  
               augmented with reserve edges 

New tracks can “suck flow” out of existing tracks

s

t

Keep repeating until next instantiated track increases cost



Okay... so what about tracking articulations?

Which one is correct? 
What should a single-image pose estimation alg. output?



N-best decoding
Generate N high-scoring candidates with simple 
(tree) model, and evaluate with complex model

Popular in speech, but why not vision? 
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N-best maximal decoders for part models

Anonymous ICCV submission

Paper ID 1709

Abstract

We describe a method for generating N-best configura-
tions from part-based models, ensuring that they do not
overlap according to some user-defined definition of over-
lap. We extend previous N-best algorithms from the speech
community to incorporate non-maximal suppression cues,
such that pixel-shifted copies of a single configurations
are not returned. Our algorithms are fast in practice and
outperform standard approaches used to generate multiple
object configurations given an image. We show that one
can use such methods to generate multiple pose hypotheses
for the problem of human pose estimation from video se-
quences. We present quantitative results that demonstrate
that our framework significantly improves the accuracy of a
state-of-the-art pose estimation algorithm.

We address the task of generating multiple candidate ob-
ject configurations in an image or video, within the frame-
work of part-based models. Such a task is relevant if mul-
tiple instances of an object are present, or if one wishes to
resolve ambiguous candidate configurations using higher-
level knowledge (e.g., temporal context from neighboring
frames). We take inspiration from the speech community
and advocate the use of N-best algorithms for generating a
set of N high-scoring candidates.

Though N-best algorithms are popular in speech, they
have not been used in vision due to the fact that second-best
configurations will typically be one-pixel shifted versions of
the best. Crucially, one needs to enforce some form of non-
maximum suppression (NMS) during the decoding process
to ensure that near-identical configurations will not be re-
turned. We describe novel and efficient N-best algorithms
that return a set of putative configurations that are

1. high-scoring, in that they score above some user-
defined threshold

2. diverse, in the sense that they do not overlap according
to a user-defined criteria.

We demonstrate these algorithms for the problem of
tracking people in video sequences. We use a recent state-

Figure 1. In order to localize articulated objects in cluttered scenes,
one will need to reason about multiple pose hypotheses. In the
above image in the top left, we show a true pose in the top mid-
dle. We show other hypotheses that may also score highly given a
reasonable object model. We argue that the correct pose should be
extracted from higher level contextual reasoning involving nearby
objects, occlusion reasoning, etc. We describe novel dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms for part-based models that return such di-
verse, but high-scoring pose hypotheses from an image.

of-the-art part model [21] to generate multiple pose hy-
potheses for each frame, and compare our approach to a
variety of baselines including standard NMS and sampling
algorithms. We then stitch candidates together to yield a fi-
nal track, demonstrating that our pose hypotheses produce
significantly more accurate tracks.

Formulation: Let us write z for a configuration of part
locations, and S(z) for its associated score. As in past
work [5, 2], we use a simple greedy algorithm for instantiat-
ing multiple configurations: Search over the exponentially-
large space of configurations z for the maximally scor-
ing configuration, instantiate it, remove all configurations
which overlap, and repeat. The process is repeated until the
score for the next-best configuration is below a threshold or
N configurations have been instantiated. We describe effi-
cient dynamic programming algorithms for doing so given

1

Example: assume a “chain” part model

Pixel
locations

eye nose mouth

Pictorial structures

Part-based representation:

• Each part models local visual properties.

• “Springs” model spatial relationships.

• Joint estimation of part locations.

– No hard detection of parts or features.

– No initialization parameters.

1

-Initialize nodes with match cost
-Initalize edges with spring cost
-Find lowest-cost path from left to right 
with dynamic progamming

If we have n parts and k pixel
locations, what is the complexity? 

What is complexity when we truncate spring cost 
(eg, there are only v valid eye offsets for each 
nose)?

“Secret”: In practice, truncation can reduce 
computation so that local match cost dominateshead torso leg

Pixel 
locations



N-best maximal decoding

Park and Ramanan, ICCV11

N-best with “NMS” or “mode-finding”

 Yadollahpour et al. ECCV12



N-best maximal decoding

Intuition: backtrack from all part “max-marginals”, not just root

(can we done without any noticeable increase in computation)

Example: assume a “chain” part model

Pixel
locations

eye nose mouth

Pictorial structures

Part-based representation:

• Each part models local visual properties.

• “Springs” model spatial relationships.

• Joint estimation of part locations.

– No hard detection of parts or features.

– No initialization parameters.

1

-Initialize nodes with match cost
-Initalize edges with spring cost
-Find lowest-cost path from left to right 
with dynamic progamming

If we have n parts and k pixel
locations, what is the complexity? 

What is complexity when we truncate spring cost 
(eg, there are only v valid eye offsets for each 
nose)?

“Secret”: In practice, truncation can reduce 
computation so that local match cost dominateshead torso leg

Pixel 
locations



Find N-best “modes” rather than N-best poses

Philosophy: Delay hard decisions as much as possible

Candidate interest points

Candidate parts

Candidate poses

N-best maximal decoding
Park & Ramanan, “N-best decoders for part models” ICCV 2011



Maximal poses from a single frame
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Aside: other ways of representing uncertainty

Ramanan NIPS 06

Log-linear 
conditional models



Tracking by articulated detection

Problem: linking up these detections won’t work



Recall: Why is finding people difficult? 

variation in pose and viewpointvariation in appearance

occlusion & clutter
Classic “nuisance factors” in image recognition



Recall: Why is finding people difficult? 

variation in pose and viewpointvariation in appearance

occlusion & clutter

Classic “nuisance factors” in image recognition



Tracking by repeated detection
Generic  
Person  

Template

‘Lola’ 
Template



Tracking as model-building

Model-based tracking
ORourke & Badler 80 
Hogg 83 
Rehg & Kanade 95 
Ioffe & Forsyth 01 
Toyama & Blake 01 
Sigal et al. 04

A generic object template must be invariant

We want to build a model of the object as we track it

Ramanan et al. 
PAMI 07

Latent-variable tracking



Track through occlusions

full occlusion partial occlusion self occlusion

Ramanan, Forsyth, and Zisserman PAMI 07



Discriminative clothing models

motion blur &interlacing

2002 World Series



Track long footage (10,000 frames)  

extreme pose motion blur fast movement

Michelle Kwan,1998 Olympics



Olympic woes

silver, not gold

03/29/2006 11:32 AMESPN Classic - Graceful Kwan still seeking gold

Page 3 of 4http://espn.go.com/classic/biography/s/Kwan_Michelle.html

Michelle Kwan was sensational
during the Ladies short program
at the U.S. Figure Skating
Championship earning seven 6.0s.

Kwan led after the short program. In the long program, skating to Lyra Angelica by the

British composer William Awyn, the 17-year-old turned in a clean, if cautious, effort.

Kwan didn't make a major error -- with only one slight wobble on a triple jump -- earning

her a solid row of 5.9s on presentation from the judges. As flowers rained upon the ice from

her fans, the gold medal, it seemed, was hers. Still, her conservative routine earned five 5.7s

for technical merit, and the door was opened, however slight, for Lipinski.

And her diminutive rival took advantage of that crack. The 4-foot-10, 82-pound reigning

world champion hit the ice with an unbounded display of energy that will be remembered

as a four-minute homage to unbridled joy. As she sprinted across the ice with her arms

upraised, Lipinski's flawless routine won the first-place votes of six of the nine judges, and

Kwan had to settle for the silver medal. Lipinski turned pro soon after the Olympics.

According to many observers, Kwan's performance at

Nagano was good enough to win at any other Olympics.

Even in defeat, Kwan displayed the grace and elegance of a

champion. "It seemed like I was in my own little world," she

said. "I didn't open up; I didn't really let go. I knew this

wasn't going to be a piece of cake, but I can walk away and

be happy. It might not be the gold medal I wanted, but I'll

take it."

"She was a bit conservative," said Carroll, agreeing that it

was not Kwan's best program. "She was going for accuracy

and consistency. Her performance was very held in. It was

not the feeling of flying."

Later, Kwan admitted how difficult missing her life's dream

with a near-perfect skate could be. "It was the hardest

moment of my life," she said. "I was so close to what I'd

always dreamed of that I could taste it. Afterwards, I just

tried to hold it together."

Kwan rebounded nicely from that crushing defeat, winning three more world titles (1998,

2000 and 2001) and three more U.S. titles (1999-2001).

In June 2001, Kwan fired Nichols, her choreographer for eight years. Four months later, she

further shocked the skating world by firing Carroll. She and her father Danny said she didn't

need a coach.

In January 2002, Kwan won her sixth U.S. title. A month later, she again led in the

Olympics after the short program in Salt Lake City. But the 21-year-old made two major

mistakes in her free skate - a two-footed landing on a triple toe and a fall on her triple flip.

Photographers bolted out of their seats angling for a shot of Kwan sitting on the ice.

After she struck her final pose, she also shrugged, but it was only to stave off the tears that

would come later. As she made her way over to the "kiss and cry" area, Kwan covered her

head to avoid getting pelted by a stuffed animal from the crowd who had cheered her on

after her fatal error. Kwan punched the seat softly with her right hand, thinking she had

failed in her mission.

http://espn.go.com/classic/biography/s/Kwan_Michelle.html



The culprit

Unexpected/unlikely motions often very important 
The motion prior P(zt+1|zt) may smooth out such subtleties



Tracking multiple people

Deva  
detector

person 
detector

Bryan  
detector

John 
detector

Independently track each figure

Clothing appearance is no longer a nuisance



Roadmap

Spatiotemporal models Walk Stand Crouch

Spatiotemporal features

Data/benchmark analysis



Spatiotemporal models

Sit

Run

Catch
Walk

Stand
Trip

Data-driven Model-driven



 Annotations
{run,walk, wave, etc.}

3D motion 
library

original video 2D track

annotated  
video

Motion Synthesizer

user

  

StandWave

    

+

Data-driven action recognition

match 1/2 second clips of motion



Results

(Low-level)  
tracking

(High-level)  
spatiotemporal  

models

Pipeline surprisingly rare (e.g., doesn’t work on TrecVid)



Recognizing structured actions
Making tea from a wearable camera

Start boiling 
water

Do other things 
(while waiting) Pour in cup Drink tea

timestart 
boiling water 

wait steep  
tea leaves



How do we capture long-term structure?

Walk Stand Crouch

Markov models



What’s magic behind semi-markov models?

Walk

Walk Stand Crouch

Stand

Crouch
t1 t2 t3

...



Semi-markov models

Walk

Stand
Crouch

t1 t2 t3

Walk0

Stand0

t1 t2 t3

Walk1
Walk2

Stand1
...

Add counting states and force sparse transitions (Walk0 to Walk1)
Counting state costs can model arbitrary priors over segment lengths

timestart 
boiling water 

wait steep  
tea leaves



How do we capture long-term structure?

Exploit models for language

“The hungry rabbit eats quickly”

Context-free grammar



S ! Sacz
S ! z

Example grammar

a b c z
“background”

S ! Sacz

“yank” “pause” “press”

Clean&Jerk action = abc
Snatch action = ac



Example parse
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Action-parsing with segmental grammars

Anonymous ECCV submission

Paper ID 1268

Abstract. Actions exhibit complex temporal structure, such as sub-
actions of variable durations and compositional orderings. Much research
on action recognition ignores such structure and instead focuses on K-
way classification of temporally pre-segmented video clips. We describe
lightweight and e⇤cient grammars that segment a continuous video stream
into a hierarchical parse of multiple actions and subactions. We intro-
duce online parsing algorithms that are as fast as a simple sliding window
classifier, which scale linearly with the length of video and use constant
storage. We describe a simple but novel data-model based on a “bag-
of-articulated-poses”, and train it as well as other grammar parameters
using a structural SVM. We illustrate the e�ectiveness of our approach
over common baselines on a new 2-million frame dataset of continuous
YouTube videos.

Fig. 1: A sample video parsed to actions and subactions. Subactions are color-
coded on the time-line while ’white’ represents the background term. Given a
video and a grammar, our linear-time parser produces a valid sequence of actions
and subactions. The letters correspond to symbol labels for the grammar, shown
in Fig.4.

1 Introduction

Traditionally action recognition is approached as a classification problem on
pre-segmented clips; this is evidenced by the multitude of action benchmarks
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Abstract. Actions exhibit complex temporal structure, such as sub-
actions of variable durations and compositional orderings. Much research
on action recognition ignores such structure and instead focuses on K-
way classification of temporally pre-segmented video clips. We describe
lightweight and e⇤cient grammars that segment a continuous video stream
into a hierarchical parse of multiple actions and subactions. We intro-
duce online parsing algorithms that are as fast as a simple sliding window
classifier, which scale linearly with the length of video and use constant
storage. We describe a simple but novel data-model based on a “bag-
of-articulated-poses”, and train it as well as other grammar parameters
using a structural SVM. We illustrate the e�ectiveness of our approach
over common baselines on a new 2-million frame dataset of continuous
YouTube videos.

Fig. 1: A sample video parsed to actions and subactions. Subactions are color-
coded on the time-line while ’white’ represents the background term. Given a
video and a grammar, our linear-time parser produces a valid sequence of actions
and subactions. The letters correspond to symbol labels for the grammar, shown
in Fig.4.

1 Introduction

Traditionally action recognition is approached as a classification problem on
pre-segmented clips; this is evidenced by the multitude of action benchmarks

timeZhu et al 
Bobick et al
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